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Junior Baseband Platform HW Integration &
Verification Engineer
Our profile
Nokia is a global leader in the technologies that connect people and things. With state-of-the-art
software, hardware and services for any type of network, Nokia is uniquely positioned to help
communication service providers, governments, and large enterprises deliver on the Promise of 5G, the
Cloud and the Internet of Things.

Your challenge
You will be responsible for Integration and Verification of latest high performance
Mobile Communication Baseband Modules. You will plan, design and execute tests in
your own test area, being also in charge of thorough debugging and failure reporting.

What are your tasks
In your future task as BBP HW I&V Test Engineer your initial focus area will be all HW interfaces providing
both connectivity within modular Baseband Products and towards external components. You will define
appropriate test requirements and corresponding test strategies, and you will be responsible for the
comprehensive test setups including related custom test tools. Close cooperation with product definition
and design teams is vital and ensures overall alignment of corresponding test strategies.

What we expect
We expect you to be motivated and interested to work on the definition, organization,
and execution of versatile HW Integration and Verification tasks in the field of mobile
communication Multi Radio Base Station development. Ideally you have made already
first experience with digital electronic devices testing and HW/SW testing concepts, and
you have knowledge of cellular and broadband access technologies such as WCDMA,
LTE, 5G. But also highly motivated newcomers with the appropriate background (like Electronic
Engineering / Telecommunications / Physics or comparable education level) will be considered. We expect
you to have a systematic and reliable working style. We want you to be self-driven and highly motivated.

And you? Do you like to join the next generation technology trip?
We offer a supportive and innovative work environment, space for individual
thinking and creativity, encouraging atmosphere, flexible working time with home
office opportunity, competence development and career
opportunities, sports and leisure time activities.

Just one link to apply online
http://www.nokia.com/career

